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INTRODUCTION 
Howard [l] uses the Dynamic Programming approach to determine optimal 
control systems for finite Markov processes with returns. The algorithm 
constructed here for solving the equations derived is of the “Approximation 
in Policy Space” type [2, Chap. I] and consists of iterating a two stage 
computational process until convergence is obtained. One of the stages 
involves the solution of a set of simultaneous equations whose order is the 
same as the number of states in the Markov process. Thus, if the number of 
states is large manual computation will be ruled out. The question which 
arises is “in what circumstances may we use some sort of successive approxi- 
mations method [2] as an alternative to Howard’s approach ?” If this can be 
done then we need not resort to computer use. In the case of discounting, it is 
easily seen that Bellman’s method of successive approximations will work. 
The following note shows how, under certain conditions, an extension of 
Bellman’s method will work when no discounting takes place. 
STATEMENT OF PROBLEM 
For the “no discount” case, the final equations derived by Howard in his 
completely ergodic case (Bartlett [3] calls this ergodic) are as follows: 
Howard’s method of solution involves repetitive solution of sets of simul- 
taneous equations. However, under certain conditions the following method 
of successive approximations will apply. 
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METHOD OF SUCCESSIVE APPROXIMATIONS 
If there exist an integer u 2 0, a quantity oc (0 < OL < I), and a state (which 
we may number m for convenience) such that for all K,, ... k,+r and all i (if 
p;!&**k “+I is the probability that if we are initially in state i and make decisions 
k, .*a ku+l successively, then we will be in state m after these decisions), 
Then the following algorithm will converge uniformly to the unique 
solution to the equations (we need only prove uniformity of convergence 
since this implies that the limiting form is a solution, and Howard’s method 
shows uniqueness). 
Let us assume we have computed sets of values {V,-,(i)} {~,+~(i)}, 
j = 1 . . . m and a quantity g,-i. We then compute a new set as follows: 
vn(f3 = my [d + ~Pt%-dA] 
i 
ih = V&J 
w*(i) = V,(i) -g,. 
Beginning with some choice of wr(‘l(j) we repeat the procedure given above 
until a satisfactory degree of convergence has been achieved. 
PROOF OF ALC~RITHM 
Define for any sequence of functions {z*(i)} 
V&z(i)) = mjn [q(i) - z,-,(i)] 
4W)) = mp k(i) - ~n-I(i)l. 
Letn>u+3. 
We can easily see that: 
V,(i) - V&i) b n$n [zpr{v j J AA - v,-2W] 
= mhin [~PWn-,(j) - K-4GJ - K&4 - K-&4> 
i 
Hence 
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Repeating this process we derive: 
and thus: 
Now by hypothesis: 
and 
Thus: 
Pn( V) + (v,-,(m) - v,-&m)) > (1 - 4 ~n-u-~W - 
Similarly 
(2) 
d,(V) + {V,&) - ~n-u-l(~)> < (1 - 4 4-A+ 
From (2) and (3) we have 
(3) 
d,(V) - 177Ln(q $ (1 - a) +L&J) - ~tl-dw)~* 
At the same time 
(4) 
Hence 
42(w) - V%(W) = 4(V - Pn(V. 
Thus Eq. (4) becomes 
(7) 
4(v) - m,(w) d (1 - a) t4+&) - ~n-u-~(w)L 
Let n = N(u + 1) + r then; if D,(w) = d,(w) - V”(w) we have: 
DJw) < (1 - LY)~ D,(w) < (1 - apv A for some finite A. 
Now we have %(m) - w,-Jm) = 0 and hence: 
~n,(w> < 0 < 4l(w). 
(8) 
(9) 
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Thus if 
we have: 
U,(w) < D&J) < (1 - .+A. (10) 
This is sufficient to prove that the sequence (zln(i)} converges uniformly to 
a function w(i). 
From the algorithm, we easily see ihat: 
Un(V G QA4. (11) 
Equations (11) and (10) imply that the sequence {V,(i)) also converges 
uniformly to a function V(i). 
Since (V,(i)} converges uniformly, so does the sequence {g,,} = {V,(m)} 
converge. 
FURTHER REMARKS 
If the conditions are satisfied, then every matrix corresponding to a specific 
policy is regular (in the sense of Bartlett) and hence completely ergodic (in the 
sense of ,Howard). Thus we would expect a unique value of g. On the other 
hand complete ergodicity (in the sense of Howard) does not imply regularity 
in the sense of Bartlett, and thus does not imply the existence of the conditions 
stated, whereas g is still unique, and it may be possible for the algorithm 
still to work, and this would be interesting to investigate. 
In the general case, where multiple chains occur, it would also be inte- 
resting to see if this type of algorithm could be extended in some sense. 
Useful applications of the above algorithm will arise in particular when, for 
some j and all i, K, Pt >, Q > 0. (In an inventory problem if we limit the 
quantity we may reorder, there may always be a positive probability of 
running out of stock whatever our initial stock level was and whatever 
quantity we reorder.) A very special case of this condition is when all pro- 
bability elements are positive, and in this case we should choose m such that 
mini,rc P,“, > min,,, Pi”j for all j. It should be noted that the rate of conver- 
gence may be faster than indicated by Eq. (10). We may help here by choosing 
a reasonably policy (K(i)} and choosing s(i) as the solution of one set of 
simultaneous equations, as for Howard. 
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